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SPECIALTY TRAPS

SEA BASS TRAP W/CEMENT RUNNERS
22 - 43½"L x 21"W x 13½"H - Built with 12ga 1½" x 1½" mesh wire and
equipped with entrance and parlor heads, an escape vent, and two
cement runners. * Located along Sawmill Lane

NEW & USED STONE/JONAH CRAB TRAPS
100+ - 48" x 27" x 13.5" - Stone/Jonah crab traps built with purple and
yellow or gray Supersea wire, 10ga ends, wooden haul braces, two
cement runners, rubberized entry head, one vent, bait cleat w/line,
nylon hinges, and a bridle. * Located along Sawmill Lane
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GREEN CRAB TRAP, DOME AND TOWER
45 - 24"L x 18"W x 14"H - Built with ½" x ½", ½" x 1", and 1½" x 1½"
wire, these elaborate crab traps are equipped with two ergo blocks, two
oak runners, and separate dump and bait doors.

LARGE SCUP POT
0 - 48"L x 39"W x 16½"H - Built with ½" x ½" and 1½" x 1½" mesh wire,
these oddly-shaped traps are equipped with wire entrance heads, three
oak runners, two escape vents, and a dump door.
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36" EEL POT
18 - 36"L x 12"W x 12"H - Built with ½" x ½" mesh wire, these simple
eel pots are equipped with an entrance funnel and dump door.

24" EEL POT
50 - 24"L x 12"W x 12"H - Built with ½" x ½" mesh wire, these simple
eel pots are equipped with an entrance funnel and dump door.
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GREEN CRAB TRAP, TRAPEZOIDAL
77 - 36"L x 18"W x 11"H - Built with ½" x ½", ½" x 1", and 1½" x 1½"
wire, these crab traps are equipped with two red bricks, two oak
runners, and a dump door.

SEA BASS TRAP W/WOOD RUNNERS
2 - 43½"L x 21"W x 13½"H - Built with 12ga 1½" x 1½" mesh wire and
equipped with entrance and parlor heads, an escape vent, and two 12pound v-blocks with jungle wood runners.
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CONCH POT, TRAWL STYLE
23 - 30"L x 21"W x 7.5"H - Built with 12ga 1½" x 1½" mesh wire and
equipped with two 6-pound v-blocks, two oak runners, and a dump
door.

WHELK POT
6 - 24″L x 24″W x 12″H - Built with 12ga 1″ x 1″ mesh wire and equipped
with two red bricks, two oak runners, and a dump door.

